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Interviews are the Heart of an 

Investigation

 Everyone will have their own style and approach, 

yet;

 A structure that accommodates human psychology 

and the special purposes embedded in workplace 

investigations can accommodate many styles, but 

adhere to best practices.



Before You Interview

 Think about the mega-objectives of interviewing

 Ascertain facts

 Assess credibility

Generate process credibility

 Create trust

 Facilitate transition through the three stages of 
disclosure/recollection

My side

 The facts

 The truth



The Investigator Should Be

 Flexible (chameleon like?)

 Prepared to exercise restraint and patience

 Quick off the blocks

 Analytical AND Empathetic

 Well prepared



Cognitive Process

My Side

The Facts

The Truth



The 5 Stages of Interviewing

1. Opening and Tone Setting 
 Stage setting

2. Uninterrupted Initial Narrative
 Listening

3. Reconstruction
 Analysis

4. Deconstruction, or “Push”
 Testing and challenging

5. Closing
 Recap and continuity





Stage 1: Opening and Tone Setting

Set the stage for the interview

Complete necessary logistical and 

procedural steps 



Interviewer Preparation

 Provide interviewee proper notice of the interview

 Know and understand policies governing participation 
in an investigative interview
 Required to participate?

 Appropriate notices

 Collective Bargaining issues

 Be fully prepared to begin and conduct interview
 Checklist of “rights and responsibilities”

 Available at http://seplerblog.wordpress.com/tag/checklist/



What goes on a checklist?

 Purpose of the interview

 Need to Know

 Protection from reprisal

 To whom report will be made

 What information witness/parties will be entitled to

 To contact the investigator if additional recollections 

relevant to the questions asked

 If required to cooperate and be truthful, say so



Interviewer Demeanor
humanize the process

 Be professional, neutral, welcoming, and active

 Respond to challenges or problems with empathy and 
helpfulness

 Use “small talk” and simple questions to establish comfort

 Provide notices, but avoid droning or being dismissive

 Create a pattern of cooperation and agreeability



Investigator should be “Baselining”

 Observe demeanor, rhythms, body language and 

speech patterns in relatively unstressed situation

 Test different kinds of questions

 Speculation

 Specificity

Open ended

 Spend time on “low hanging fruit”





Stage 2: Uninterrupted Initial Narrative

 Unravel and re-organize thoughts of interviewee

 Generate recollection and clarity of detail

 Create a dynamic of speaking and listening

 Assure that mega-messages of the speaker are fully 

understood

 Create a shared reality by:

 Seeing the arc of the narrative

 Identifying, but reserving questions about gaps and subtleties



Methods to facilitate an uninterrupted 

narrative

Minimal probing

 Intense listening

Avoiding questions

 Little, if any, note taking

Appreciative prompts



Investigator Techniques

 Use note taking sparingly

 Respond verbally and non-verbally when 

appropriate and necessary

 Use silence to draw out more detail



Techniques in Starting the UIN

 The “funnel technique.”

 BWOEQ (Big, whopping open ended question)

General questions

 Specific, but undetailed question

More specific question

 Be respectful about using it – explain that you want 
to know how significant the alleged incident might 
have been for them, and to find out whether they 
were aware that a complaint had been made or 
issue had been raised.



Demo

 Funnel Technique

 Complaint a leader was intoxicated and 

inappropriate at an offsite meeting.  Speaking to a 

witness who allegedly saw the leader touch another 

employee inappropriately on the dance floor.





Stage 3: Reconstruction

Obtain more detailed information 

Create a cooperative situation

Construct a chronology of events

 Less emotional, more analytical 

 Facts, facts, facts. 



Methods for Reconstruction

 Revisit topics discussed in initial interview with 

specific and detailed inquiries

 Sort events discussed chronologically and by 

significance or severity

 Assume a more businesslike demeanor

 Urge specificity



Core fact questions

 What exactly happened

 Where it happened

 Who saw it / heard it

 Who was told about it

 What was done in response

 Prior, similar instances

 What actions were taken

 When it happened, when it 

was reported

 Documentation?

 Unique circumstances

 What was said

 What happened 

afterwards

 Everything else



Documentation and Detail

 Detailed notes

 Facts only

 Credibility impressions separately

 Chronology – use whiteboard

 Use tasteful “demos”

 Site visits

 Use Cognitive Techniques



Techniques in Reconstruction

 Non Sequential Questioning

 Best for dealing with deflection

 Simply skip a few steps.

 May want to begin with “tell me about…”

 Can revert or remain

 Serves to take the interviewee out of their 

prepared or deflective recollection of events

 Allows observation for credibility.





Stage 4: Deconstruction/Push

 Create opportunities to test interviewee’s 

credibility

 Obtain response/reaction to outside evidence or 

statements of others

 Use inconsistencies to challenge veracity of 

statements

 Move from self-advocacy to truth telling, if 

applicable. 



Methods for Deconstruction

Move from least confrontational to most confrontational

 Question gaps and inconsistencies
• “no big deal”

• self-effacement or collaboration

 Ask confirming questions based on non-credible or 
improbable statements

• Own perception

• Speculation

• Suggestive

 Directly confront credibility of interviewee or present 
evidence and statements of others



Confrontation

 Introduce the evidence or source of information and 

confirm familiarity

 Ask for a response, reaction or explanation

 Make credibility observations

 If appropriate challenge statements that others 

have been untruthful.



Deconstruction Techniques

 Helps to test credibility

 Requires patience and persistence

 Ask for a description of the event including sensory 
information such as lighting, temperature.  Ask for 
emotional recollection.  Focus on small details.

 Change perspective.  Ask the witness to recall the 
events in reverse order, starting from the middle of 
the event, or from the perspective of a third party.

 Can also question whether recollection or what they 
“think” happened.



Demo

 Cognitive Questioning

 An employee complains that while gathering food in the 

walk-in cooler of a restaurant, she was threatened by 

another employee.



Question Types to Test Credibility

 “Kind to do it” questions

 “Why would they say” questions

 “What would you say”



Demo

 Confrontation with evidence

 Michael, a young male employee has accused the 

respondent of repeatedly pressuring him to engage 

in personal, social, possibly romantic rendevous, 

including buying tickets to events and giving 

unwelcome gifts.



Participatory Accusations

 What is the policy on…. (use 2 for misdirection)

 How do you make sure you comply with….policy?

 What else does this policy say?

 It’s not unusual to sometimes engage in minor policy 

violations.  Do you see that happening?  Are you 

sometimes one of those people?



Other considerations

 Pitch and body language

 Proxemics

 Strategic use of breaks

 Praising for being forthcoming

 Self-deprecation

 Misdirecting in cases where concerns about reprisal 

are substantial





Stage 5: Closing

Confirm the accuracy of the information 

gathered

 Provide a buffer to allow the interviewee 

to re-engage

 Ensure that appropriate expectations 

have been managed



Steps for Closing an Interview

 Recap all that has been said in the 

interview

Make certain that the interviewee is 

informed of expectations and policies 

regarding their interview and the 

information gathered.

 Thank the interviewee 




